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Abstract

The main aim of this thesis is to study the views of High School Science Teachers in Al Ain about the inclusion of Socio-Scientific Issues (SSIs) in the curriculum. The problem statement relies on addressing the gap in the literature when addressing the inclusion of SSIs especially in the UAE context. To address this gap, a survey was conducted amongst High School Science Teachers for a better understanding of their views. The study showed that Science Teachers (from the sample) agreed with the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. They also identified resources, teaching strategies and knowledge as the top three factors that facilitate the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. As for factors that impede inclusion, the science teachers identified teaching strategies for real classroom situations, maturity of students and the influence of SSIs on participation levels as the top three factors. It was also found that there was statistically significance differences between the views of the teachers based on their prior knowledge as measured by courses related to SSIs studied with regards to inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum and based on teachers who have undergone PD courses about SSIs against those who did not. There was a significance difference also between the views of the teachers that studied SSI courses or teachers that did not study SSI courses with regards to factors that facilitate inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum and the teachers who have undergone PD courses about SSIs and teachers who have not, (in favor of the former). There were also statistically significant differences between the views of teachers with regards to inclusion, factors that facilitate and impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum based on their specializations (subject taught).

Keywords: Socio-scientific issues, science teachers views, science curriculum, UAE.
آراء معلمي العلوم حول دمج القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية في المناهج والتدريس

بمدارس العين

الملخص

هدفت الدراسة إلى استطلاع آراء معلمي العلوم في المرحلة الثانوية بمدينة العين حول دمج القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية في المناهج الدراسية، وتحددت المشكلة في معالجة الفجوة في البحوث السابقة حول موضوع دمج القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية في دولة الإمارات العربية المتحدة. من خلال إجراء دراسة استطلاعية لمعرفة آراء معلمي العلوم في مرحلة الثانوية.

وأظهرت نتائج الدراسة أن المعلمين (عينة الدراسة) وافقوا على دمج القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية في المناهج الدراسية وحددوا الموارد واستراتيجيات التدريس والمعايير كأهم ثلاثة عوامل تسهل دمج القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية في المناهج الدراسية. أما بالنسبة للعوامل التي تعيق عملية الدمج، فقد حدد المعلمون استراتيجيات التدريس الفعلية في الفصول الدراسية، ونضج الطلاب وتأثير القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية على مستويات المشاركة كأهم ثلاثة عوامل.

وأظهرت الدراسة أن هناك فروق ذات دلالة إحصائية بين آراء المعلمين ممن لديهم معرفة سابقة من خلال المناهج الدراسية لدراساتهم الجامعية بالقضايا الاجتماعية العلمية والمعلمين الذين خضعوا فقط لدورات في القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية لصالح الأول. فيما يتعلق بالعوامل التي تيسر أو تعقي دمج القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية في المناهج الدراسية أظهرت النتائج فروق إحصائية على أساس تخصصاتهم (المادة التي تدرس).

مفاهيم البحث الرئيسية: القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية، مناهج العلوم، الإمارات العربية المتحدة، آراء معلم العلوم.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background

Recently there is an increase in the advancement of science and the innovation of technology, which has affected in turn almost every aspect of the human development and activity. This increase has resulted in raising the awareness of a range of socio-scientific issues. A call for raising ethical issues within science education fields is found in international literature (Berne, 2014). This call is based on the ever-growing field of scientific technology that is occurring around the world, and considerations of the application of these technologies are an important part of the process. The issues that surround and join both science and social context are called Socio-Scientific Issues (SSIs). They are issues that raise controversies within communities and include issues such as human cloning, genetically manufactured food, environmental pollution, radioactive waste disposal and many more (Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi, 2006). It is necessary to study their impact on society and reflect on the connections between science, real-life applications and the quality of life within the community.

It is essential that SSIs are included in the school curricula and studied as early as in the school grades. The inclusion of SSIs in the science curricula allows students to develop their scientific reasoning, critical thinking skills, moral and ethical reasoning, bioethical decision making skills and scientific reasoning (Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi, 2006; Kara, 2012; Gutierrez, 2014).

Inclusion of SSIs in school curricula is however tricky especially in certain countries that have more of a conservative nature for example Islamic countries, and even Christian factions within the western world. Science is usually conducted within
certain cultural contexts and influences the social, economic, political and religious circles within a community (Kara, 2012). Scientists’ perceptions which include their assumptions, beliefs, values, biases, and training nature, influence what sort of problems they verify, what they observe and what answers they can produce. Hence scientists make value judgments (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell and Schwartz, 2002). These issues are necessarily dealt with not only within the scientific knowledge, but they need moral reasoning and judgmental skills in students. Zeidler and Sadler (2008) use this argument to further support the inclusion of these issues in science curricula to give students these opportunities to develop such skills that in tandem develop scientific literacy.

Internationally, a number of research studies have been conducted to study the advantages of teaching SSIs in science curricula (Sadler, Barab and Scott, 2007). For example, Lee, Abde-El-Khalick and Choi (2006) found that Korean secondary science teachers perceived a need to address SSIs. However, only a few of these teachers were able to implement teaching or to discuss these SSIs. This is due mainly because of the lack of instructional time, unavailability of relevant resources and low personal science teaching efficacy (PSTE) beliefs.

As for the impact of introducing SSIs into the curriculum, in a study by Chin, Yang and Tuan (2015) indicated that when sixth grade students in central Taiwan were taught a global climate change issue and through argumentation strategies, they found that students had significant improvements in writing and associations among reading, and arguing to learn.

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has yet to include controversial topics in its science curriculum in both private or public schools in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi.
The official religious views on SSIs are yet to be classified in Arab states and so impact the teaching of these issues (Dagher and BouJaoude, 2011). The failure to include SSIs in the curricula could result in limiting the students’ knowledge about issues that are happening in the cutting edge technologies that are occurring all around the world. Students may lose an opportunity to develop their decision-making skills in bioethical issues and their formation of argumentation skills that are directly related to these issues.

Although this public acceptance / refusal of SSIs does have an indirect impact on teaching however, the willingness of science teachers to address subject matter, seems to have a direct impact on what and how SSIs are introduced into classrooms. Teachers are the primary source of education and their beliefs and views are very important on how students receive any materials. Hence, the present study aims to investigate science teachers’ views of SSIs and of the inclusion of SSIs in the science curriculum in Al Ain. Also, it aims to investigate the factors that might influence science teachers’ instructional practices that are related to teaching these issues.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Science teachers often discuss issues related to the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum in professional learning communities such as forums, workshops and conferences. In schools’ nowadays, science teachers are expected to incorporate real-life applications when teaching any subject and specifically science; this serves as a motivational push towards incorporating SSIs in the curriculum to further link what the students are learning with what is happening around the world. However, given the controversial nature of some scientific topics, educators within the context of this
study are reluctant to integrate them into the science curricula. There is also a certain gap in the literature when addressing the inclusion of SSIs especially in the UAE context. How, when, and why these topics should be included remain an area of mystery due to the lack of information surrounding SSIs. Although personal beliefs can be regarded as an important factor in decision-making (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell and Schwartz, 2002), the ability to fully discuss, reason and form decisions about SSIs depends on many factors that include skills, content knowledge and ethical reasoning. Hence, it is important that students within the UAE are subjected to SSIs to increase their scientific literacy, develop students’ critical thinking skills, and develop bioethical decision making skills.

Although many studies conducted within the international context have studied the implementation and views of students and teachers regarding SSIs (Sadler, Barab & Scott, 2007); teachers are still not comfortable in implementing these teachings (Duschl, 2007 & Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi, 2006). Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006) found that teachers perceived that lack of instructional time and the unavailability of relevant resources are the primary obstacles that stopped the implementation of SSI teachings in Korea. Mirroring these findings, it is found that personal views of educators that will deliver this curriculum, decide the coverage of SSIs in the classroom (Berkman, Pachecho & Plutzer, 2008).

1.3 Purpose of the Study

Given the scarcity of research and views about SSIs in the UAE, this study is intended to investigate science teachers’ views of the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum and explore factors that could facilitate and impede the inclusion of these issues in the school curriculum. Specifically, the purpose of the study is to study the
knowledge and views of Al Ain science teachers with regards to SSIs and study the factors that may affect the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum. The study will attempt to explore:

- The views of the science teachers in this area with regards to the inclusion of SSIs.
- The study will examine the views of the science teachers in what factors may impede or facilitate their inclusion.
- The views will also be linked with some factors that may affect the views of the science teachers which are gender, experience and background.

1.4 Research Questions

The study aims to answer the following research questions:

1) What are the Al Ain science teachers’ views of inclusion of SSIs?
2) What are the factors that facilitate or impede including SSIs in the Al Ain science secondary classrooms?
3) What is the impact of science teachers’ demographic variables (gender, experience, and background) on their perceptions of SSIs?

1.5 Significance of the Study

Finding answers on how to integrate SSIs into the science curriculum so that it provides students with scientific literacy, decision-making skills and bioethical reasoning skills. Students’ need to develop skills to think, discuss, and form decisions about SSIs. Students will in tandem develop critical thinking skills and ethical reasoning. Hence, it is important that students within the UAE are subjected
to SSIs to increase their scientific literacy, develop students’ critical thinking skills, and develop bioethical decision making skills. This study will attempt to study the views of science teachers and act like a baseline for further studies in this region about incorporating SSIs in the curriculum and teaching. It will be beneficial to see the views of these teachers’ especially in educational councils, curriculum developers and specifically by teachers and school leadership. The lack of any previous studies of the inclusion of SSIs in the UAE specifically and the gulf region in general gives a motive to study the views of the science teachers regarding the SSIs and the factors that may impede or facilitate their implementation in the curriculum. Furthermore, the expected findings may contribute to the knowledge base of including SSIs and input to the evidence based information within the context of this study.

1.6 Limitations and Delimitations

This study is designed to be exploratory in nature, in a sense it relies on the examination of science teachers’ views of the SSIs. It is generally accepted that the nature of views in general is of human characteristics and can be regarded as a subjective notion which may limit the generalizability of the findings. Since the present study is to be conducted within a short time frame, this time frame of the study as well as the quantitative nature of the data collection may also limit the understanding of some of the issues that may not be revealed by quantitative data. The issue of time frame as well as the quantitative nature of data that included only a small sample will most likely decrease the generalization of the findings.
Delimitations

The scope of the study will only include high school science teachers in Al Ain schools which allows the researcher to narrow the factors and findings to this region and use this information in the region and with the Governmental council found in this area.

1.7 Definition of Terms

SSIs: Socio-Scientific Issues are controversial issues that exist at an intersection between science and the broader social context in which the products and processes of science are situated. These include topics like stem cell research, genetically modified foods, evolution, radioactive-waste disposal and climate change (Kara, 2012).

Bioethical issues: Issues that encompass environmental ethics and the social and ethical dimensions of biological and biomedical science and of medicine. (Bryant and La Velle, 2003).


Teacher Views: The teachers’ ways of regarding, understanding, or interpreting a certain topic.

SSIs inclusion: The explicit inclusion of Socio-Scientific Issues into the science curriculum.
1.8 Summary

SSIs are controversial issues that are yet to be included in the curriculum of the United Arab Emirates. In countries that have already applied them as part of the education of high school students, they were found to develop critical thinking skills, bioethical decision making skills and scientific literacy. All in all, this study attempts to investigate the views of science teachers about Socio-scientific inclusion in the curriculum. This is done by investigating the awareness of the topic amongst science teachers and the views about including the topic in the curriculum and teaching. This investigation would serve as a baseline to build upon in later testing when applying these controversial topics into the curriculum and teaching in the UAE as it was found that there is a gap in the literature of teaching SSIs in the Gulf region. Although the limitations encompass subjectivity among perceptions and views of science teachers, generalizability, and time management, this study can be an important first step towards introducing SSIs among schools in the UAE.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter reviews and discusses previous research findings related to the socio-scientific issues that are related to the purpose of this study. The chapter presents the theoretical framework based on scientific literacy by providing the vision linked to Scientific Literacy. It also provides an explanation of the importance of socio-scientific issues in the UAE and the gap in the literature surrounding it. This chapter places science in a social context by providing a history of previous studies surrounding it. The chapter further elaborates the studies that explored the inclusion of SSIs and science teacher perceptions of this inclusion.

2.2 Theoretical Framework

Science Education has been aiming, promoting and discussing “scientific literacy” increasingly. This phrase represents what is expected of students to know and what to do with this information as a basis for their science learning experiences. In the Handbook of Research in Science Education, Roberts (2007) argues that although no consensus has been reached about scientific Literacy (SL) there are two visions in the categorization of SL. For this study, it is important that Vision II is enunciated. Vision II envisions SL as the literacy (through knowledge ability) of science-related situations that students encounter as ‘citizens’. Roberts also describes a scientific literate person as someone who is able to link science and technology to real life, discuss and make decisions about issues that involve science and the society as a whole. The real-life situations are influenced by many disciplines that include social, political, economical and ethical issues. To cross link these issues with science in
education, it is essential that they are included in the curriculum and explored at what boundary they should be considered.

According to the SEE-SEP model that was introduced by Chang Rundgren and Rundgren in 2010, there are 6 main dimensions that are needed to be considered in the process of informal reasoning and argumentation about SSIs. These are Sociology/Culture, Environment, Economy, Science, Ethics and Policy (Rundgren & Rundgren, 2010). With regards to sociology, students should comprehend the importance of their SSI decisions as future leaders of the society. As for environmental, SSIs are linked to numerous topics like climate change, global warming and genetically modified organisms. Also, one of the competencies in the UAE framework which is based on Abu Dhabi Economic Vision 2030 is environment and global awareness. Students should also understand that as future leaders their decisions about the environment impact on the world. In the economy aspect, students need to consider different scenarios that impact countries. For example, in a country that uses pesticides including DDT to kill mosquitoes but saves lives due to it being a poor country is to be evaluated differently than a rich country that can find alternatives other than DDT (promoting sustainability) which impacts the environment. The science aspect, is crosslinking science and the real world for students. Giving students real life applications in the scientific disciplines for example athletes chemical doping allows them to apply what they are learning and make informed arguments to their daily life. The ethical reasoning aspect is a skill that students can develop using SSIs. Students can make decisions together within the social aspect based on being informed about these topics. An example is human cloning, which is a controversial topic in religions however it is currently being used in human organs and hence, impacting the society. Students’ subjected to
such topics can enhance their ethical reasoning. This also directly impacts policy making, as future leaders and government officials and knowing the above-mentioned examples, students need to be knowledgeable about why policies and laws are in place. They should also know how they are impacting the society around them.

An example of this interdisciplinary approach to teach SSIs is introduced by Rundgren as the ‘post-it’ strategy where teachers engage students and promote their understanding of the multi-dimensional aspect of SSIs and informal argumentation skills (Rundgren, 2011).

2.2.1 Socio-scientific Issues in the UAE

The United Arab Emirates, throughout the years, has strived for a world-class quality of education among their citizens. This is to prepare them for a more diversified knowledge-based economy that the country aims to achieve. Aside from investing heavily in the educational system within the country, the UAE government also sends students abroad to equip them with the latest and world-class education that could be useful in UAE's futuristic vision. In the light of this educational reform in UAE, it is imperative that Socio-Scientific Issues are integrated into the country's educational curriculum. The UAE has also introduced competencies derived from the 21st century skills. This framework is based on the Abu Dhabi economic vision 2030 and enunciates problem solving, critical thinking and global and environmental awareness. The framework targets K to 12 students to enhance these skills for students. A strategy of incorporating SSIs into the curriculum may help in enhancing these skills. For example, in the UAE context, genetically modified fruits and vegetables are currently being used in grocery shops. Students must be aware of
these usages and how they are impacting the society and the economy. Socio-scientific issues are an intersection between science and the broader social context where the products of science are found (Kara, 2012). Science is believed to be influenced by social, economic, political, religious and moral aspects (Edge, 1986). The inclusion of SSIs into the context of the science learning, addresses ethics in the science classroom which develops teachers’ and students’ ethical sensitivities. It is also found that discussing ethics in the context of SSI is believed to improve students’ moral and ethical judgments (Kara, 2012). Hence, it is essential to discuss the inclusion of SSIs into the teaching and learning of students. SSIs could help students in confronting the daily issues relating to science that are considered significant in day to day activities. The call by science teachers for scientifically proficient citizenship is unmistakable (Driver, Newton and Osborne 2000; Hodson 2003; Zeidler and Keefer 2003). As the twenty-first century moves on, numerous nations have perceived the significance of a dream of exploratory proficiency in science instruction that includes a familiarity with a good and moral improvement of students. The importance of the expression "experimental proficiency" is generally talked about (Hand, Alvermann, Guzzetli, Norris and Phillips 2003; Roberts 2007), yet is seen as a vehicle that empowers people to have adequate consciousness of science and its procedures to have the capacity to bargain ably and unhesitatingly with science-related matters in today's reality. Goodrum, Hackling and Rennie (2001), in their audit of universal patterns of science instruction, reasoned that logical proficiency ought to be a point of school science training. The authors suggested the following characteristics of helping students (as referred to in Rennie 2005):
…to be occupied with, and comprehend their general surroundings; to participate in the talks of and about science; to be wary and addressing of cases made by others about logical matters; to have the capacity to distinguish inquiries, research and draw evidence-based conclusion; and to settle on educated choices about nature and their own wellbeing and prosperity (Goodrum, Hackling and Rennie 2001, p.10-11).

2.2.2 Incorporating SSIs in the Science Curriculum

Despite the fact, there are diverse accentuations in definitions for experimental education, they are steady in that they concentrate on science training for future subjects, not merely future science experts. For the case, Zeidler (1997) and Zeidler and Keefer (2003) proposed that, keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish experimental education, socio-scientific issues (SSI) should have been incorporated into educational science modules. Joining socio-scientific issues, especially ones that are locally dubious, in science projects is not by any means the only approach to creating experimental proficiency. However, such projects can give a number of vehicles for instructors to "invigorate scholarly and social development of their students" (Sadler 2004, p. 533). As per Reiss (2007), the fundamental thought of experimental proficiency ought to "improve a comprehension of key thoughts regarding the nature and routine of science and a percentage of the focal finishes of science" (p. 18). Roth and Lee (2002) widened the point of experimental proficiency and contended that it is a characteristic of groups as opposed to people. Roth and Barton (2004), utilizing a scope of contextual investigations, further argued that "basic experimental proficiency is inseparably connected with social and political
competence in the administration of social obligation” (p. 10). Dawson (2007) proposed that exploratory education can offer students some assistance with weighing up contentions about SSI using basic thinking abilities, and making adjusted, that are very much educated choices that they can legitimize.

An educated citizenry is connected nearly to the idea of experimental proficiency. Berkowitz and Simmons (2003) expressed that Science instruction must serve as an establishment for the training of an educated citizenry who take an interest in the flexibilities and forces of an advanced, popularity based, innovative society. With the fast improvement of investigative information and the appearance of new advances, all individuals from society must have a comprehension of the ramifications of that learning upon people, groups and the "worldwide town" in which we now live. (p. 117).

In a study carried out in Turkey, students from a science teaching program were subjected to the Jigsaw collaborative method to make decisions about nuclear energy in Turkey. A pre-survey and post- survey was conducted and it was found that students had negative views and had little knowledge or literacy to support these views in the pre-survey. Most of the students’ views changed from negative to positive when the students were provided with knowledge including possible advantages and disadvantages of using nuclear energy. Using this collaborative Jigsaw approach, the students could make decisions by use of logical reasoning processes about an SSI (Tekbiyik, 2015).
2.2.3 SSIs in the Science Curricula of the UAE

Embedding SSI in the science curricula of secondary schools in the United Arab Emirates offers different beneficial effects especially in how students will be able to interact and confront with their daily surroundings. The rapid innovations and issues confronting socio-scientific should be learned by students to awaken their sense of reasoning, critical thinking abilities and other skills needed at the early stage of their lives. The knowledge that students will get out of these learning will eventually prepare them in confronting the real world especially when they have to enter workplaces in the future.

Given the context of cultural orientation that the UAE has, the SSI inclusion in the secondary curriculum remains controversial, especially with regards to science teachers’ views about SSIs. While teachers in the UAE, based from studies, are amenable to practices such as collaborative, student centered and inquiry based learning in the classrooms (Dickson, Kadbey and McMinn, 2015), there are still no studies in the UAE that shows teachers perception of integrating SSIs into the curriculum. In countries like Turkey (Kara, 2012), teachers did show an amenable perception toward SSI integration however there are still struggles that should be confronted with the effective outcome of the process and overcoming other limitations.

SSI inclusion in UAE’s education is confronted with different scenarios. First, the educational system in the country is volatile to movements among students and teachers, especially that there an influx of expatriates in the area, and the teachers are mostly expatriates as well. This volatility encompasses a diversified cultural and racial view about SSI. This could compromise the norms of UAE students regarding
how their society views some delicate aspect of SSI. For example, a teacher who comes from a foreign country could have a separate view on certain topics in SSI, which might contradict how the UAE view the subject entirely. This could stir a conflict of opinion and belief regarding the topic. This cultural difference is among the significant barriers that could impact the possible adaption of SSI in UAE school curricula. Furthermore, having teachers from different cultural background could also pose problems in terms of language issues in UAE context, especially in public schools.

Nevertheless, the willingness of the science teachers and their positive appreciation of SSI inclusion, along with the right government policies and perspective in developing a design for SSI inclusion, plus addressing all the potential barriers along the path could go a long way in attaining the common objective of effectively teaching SSI to UAE secondary students and make them understand even the most complex areas of socio-scientific subjects.

In the ADEC Science curriculums across the 3 subjects taught: Biology, Chemistry and Physics there is a minimal ‘inclusion’ of SSIs into the curriculum. This is only found in the Biology subject where the consequences of continued exponential population growth are explored in a Grade 10 unit. Also, there is an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of small and large nature reserves on biodiversity and its impact on society in Grade 11. As for the other subjects’ there are no SSIs included. As for the NGSS (Next Generation State Standards) that are taught in private American curriculum schools there are units in life science that include Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) and Human Cloning (HS-LS2 & HS-LS3). As for Physical Science and Earth Science the standards include Hydraulic
Fracturing, Nuclear Energy, and Renewable Energy Devices (HS-PS1, HS-ESS3, HS-PS3).

2.2.4 Science in a Social Context

In the 1970’s, one of the aims of science, technology, and society was addressing controversial issues in a science context (Solomon, 1994). The primary focus was on issues such as the impact of new technologies on society and environmental issues (Solomon, 1993; Aikenhead, 2003). The teaching of controversial issues became sidelined in 1988 with the introduction of a National curriculum in England, Wales, and Northern Ireland (Aikenhead, 2003). However, with the rise of political and social issues they again regained popularity in the school agenda by 1999 (DfEE/QCA, 1999). According to Levinson (2006), there are typically three characteristics included in the definition of a controversial issue. These pertain that controversial issues are when people hold different key beliefs and values that offer conflicting explanations; when the issue includes different groups of numerous people; when the issue is not settled by appeal to evidence. To truly understand the importance of SSIs it is essential that the definition and the limits of controversy are explained thoroughly to all stakeholders included in the education process. For example, in an activity design by Raven, Klein and Namdar (2016), students were taught argumentation skills and evidence based reasoning using SSIs. Students are asked to pair with each other and have multiple opportunities to revise their scientific arguments and reach a position that differentiates between disagreeing based on ‘emotion’ without evidence and being critical of a position (Raven, Klein and Namdar, 2016). Currently in the UAE, renewable energy devices are being explored and the government aims at creating sustainable energy sources. Hence, students that
are subjected to such issues and are encouraged to discuss and research such issues may strengthen their evidence based reasoning and be part of the solution.

2.3 Studies Related to the Inclusion of SSIs

The topic regarding the inclusion of SSI in curricula and the perception of teachers about SSI has been widely discussed through various researches and studies. It has risen in countries like America (Saunders and Rennie, 2013) where there is various literature that tackled the subject of varying differences and similarities. Among this literature was about the impact of SSI on experimental proficiency (Kolstø Bungum, Arnesan, Isnes, Kristensen and Mathiassen, 2006; Ritchie, Thomas, and Tones, 2011) where it was found that students prefer to analyze the reliability of a socioscientific issue, indicating that this practice needs to be emphasized in science education and to raise scientific literacy. A study by Eastwood, Sadler, Zeidler, Lewis, Amiri and Applebaum (2012) revealed that students that were subjected to SSIs tended to use examples to describe their views of the social/cultural Nature of Science and increasingly communicated in a scientific way. (Albe, 2008, Eastwood, Sadler, Zeidler, Lewis, Amiri, and Applebaum 2012; Khishfe 2012, 2014; Sadler, Chambers, and Zeidler, 2004) Another critical field of researches improving the students’ abilities to use informal reasoning. In this setting, some ordinarily examined subjects that included argumentation in SSI found that students’ argumentation skills and informal reasoning increased (Dawson and Venville, 2013).

In another study by Foong and Daniel (2013) it was found that in a ‘Confucian’ setting in Malaysia, there was an introduction of SSIs and argumentation skills that resulted in a progression in the exchange of argumentation aptitudes (Foong and Daniel, 2013). Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum and Callahun (2009) used a reflective judgment model as a tool to explore possible relationships between SSI inclusion and
reflective judgment. They found that students had a more sophisticated epistemological stance towards higher stages of reflective judgment (Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum and Callahun, 2009; Zeidler, Herman, Ruzek, Linder and Lin, 2013). With regards to the link between resolving socioscientific issues that may involve moral considerations, it was found in a study by Sadler and Zeidler (2004) that students interpret genetic engineering – an SSI, as a moral problem. Students engaged in moral reasoning that reflected on the consequences that may occur based on the application of the SSI (Sadler and Zeidler, 2004). In two studies done on pre-service teachers in Turkey it was found that informal reasoning and casual thinking was promoted amongst them. This is also believed to promote this type of thinking among students (Topcu, Sadler and Yilmaz, 2010; Topcu, Yilmaz and Sadler, 2011). Correspondingly, the significance of substance information concerning casual thinking and argumentation aptitudes has been concentrated on in many studies to link them with scientific literacy (Sadler and Donnelly, 2006; Sadler and Zeidler, 2005b). Fewer studies researched the relationship between SSI and the learning results that could impact students. In this appreciation, researches have concentrated on the impact of SSI in encouraging learning (Rudsberg, Öhman, and Östman, 2013) and on the learning results (Ottander and Ekborg, 2012). Other research concentrates on challenges educators confronted in classroom discourses (Day and Bryce, 2011), instructors' perspectives on SSI (Ekborg, Ottander, Silfver and Simon 2013), the part of SSI in citizenship training (Barrue and Albe, 2013; Lee, Yoo, Choi, Kim, Krajcik, Herman and Zeidler 2013), how SSI are utilized as a part of classes with students speaking to distinctive financial status and ethnicities (Ideland, Malmber and Winberg 2011). One study assessed how SSI are taken care of in course books (Morris, 2014).
Most of the studies agreed that science teachers, although they have strong willingness about the incorporation of SSI in the curriculum, are still hesitant about its efficacy. In a study by Dickson, Kadbey and McMinn (2015), the research found that teachers are constrained by different factors concerning delivery of science discussion due to lack of readily available materials and lab support. Also, there are other hindrances in the UAE context, especially in terms of the language barrier, considering that teachers in the UAE are mostly coming from foreign countries.

Kara (2012) pointed out in her study that science teachers are confronted with compounding fundamental problems concerning SSI. Kara surveys 102 undergraduate pre-service biology teachers by using a questionnaire that comprises of Likert Type and open-ended questions. She finds that pre-service teachers perceive a need to address SSIs. However, they identify these problems as something to do with their value position and the apparent tension in teaching a controversial issue in a traditional setting. They also believe that adding more processes and substantial changes in the existing science classes would be a burden. Furthermore, Kara (2012) also cited that teachers with a rooted scientific discipline, incorporating SSI will likely bring in conflict.

But then, Kara (2012) noted that her study on pre-service biology teachers revealed that most of the teachers who participated in her research agreed to tackle SSI in the biology classroom and that students, especially high schools should be concerned with and learn SSI. They are also willing to undergo training programs that will help them to acquire the needed additional knowledge in managing SSI discussions in the classroom. However, these same teachers expressed less willingness in developing their resource materials for teaching SSI. One of the most significant responses of the
teachers in Kara's study is how they view SSI as an opportunity to break away from the incorrect emphasis concerning science. Like for example, the issue of genetically modified organisms, which was hyped in the scientific world as a solution to declining food production and food shortage. A teacher, who participated in the study, noted that after seeing the effects of GMO in their biology lessons, they are convinced that their health will be sacrificed, and so they will just refrain from buying any GMO product (Kara, 2012).

Yager (1992) recognizes the fact that teaching science has been portrayed as authoritative, generalized and academic (as cited by Levinson, 2006). Levinson (2006) also cited that controversial issues such as those that are socio-scientific in nature have never been easy, and more often than not, lead to little discussion. Also, the socio-scientific issue was clouded with uncertainties and compounded with other issues relating to political, ethical, social and personal conflicts (Levinson, 2006). This conception of conflicts with SSI, prompted Levinson to arrive in developing a framework for teachers dealing with SSI, which include reasonable disagreement, communicative virtues and modes of thought (Levinson, 2006).

Citing various studies, Karahan (2015) noted that only a small percentage of teachers incorporate SSI contents in their science classrooms on a regular basis. Karahan (2015) recognizes the fact that despite a vast amount literature available that delve into SSI and teaching, along with values and motivations, there is little focus on the practices of these teachers and the potential outcome on their learners. Karahan (2015) pointed out a need for in-depth studies that will also focus on the practices of developing or designing and teaching SSI-based learning environment. Also, there
should be a study that will likewise focus on the beliefs and motivations for effective SSI teaching, along with how the students respond to these practices.

Sadler (2009) stated that teaching science content is not alone enough if the objective is to help students become better in negotiating challenges of science, especially that societal issues related to applications of science and technology could help them become well-rounded citizens (as cited by Karahan, 2015). Science does not just revolve around the limits of science alone but are also intertwined with other areas of learning such as politics, economics and ethics and other several various domains. Researchers recognize these complexities and even branded SSI as an ill-structured problem, which entail no single correct answer (Karahan, 2015).

Karahan (2015) delve into another aspect of science, which is technology and how it helped teachers and students have a better grasp of SSI. In the study, there is no amount of significant changes on the quantity of technology in the classroom, but the effectiveness lies in the high-quality integration of these equipment. It was noted that students, who were encouraged to use these technologies interactively showed beneficial results (Karahan, 2015). Teachers should also be knowledgeable enough about the proper use of these technologies and how to effectively use them as among the media in teaching SSI in their classes.

2.3.1 Science Teacher Views Studies

In the study by Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006) it was found that science teachers had a general positive view about the addressing of SSI in education. Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi surveyed 86 participants using a survey that contained Likert Type questions and Open-ended questions and then followed up with semi-
structured interviews with 12 randomly sampled participants. The study’s purpose was to examine Korean secondary science teachers’ perceptions of SSI, with regards to introducing and teaching SSIs into the curriculum. The authors also studied the factors that might impede or facilitate addressing SSIs in the classroom. The factors that were studied included teachers’ perceptions of the necessity of addressing SSI, teachers’ personal science teaching efficacy (PTSE) and situational factors like time management and unavailability of resources. The participants were 86 in-service secondary science teachers that were enrolled in a program that aimed to raise their skills in implementing SSI, STS oriented instruction. The teachers all held a bachelors’ degree in education and specifically in teaching secondary science courses. They also were teachers ranging from less than five years of experience in teaching and a maximum of 10 years of teaching. The teachers filled out a Likert type questionnaire that targeted their perceptions of introducing SSI into the science curriculum, their perceptions of the factors that facilitate or impede the implementation and their PTSE beliefs regarding SSI topics. 12 randomly selected teachers were then probed in a semi structured interview regarding their perceptions about the definition of science, and if science interacts with the lives of human beings and further elaboration with this regard. The participants were also asked about their experiences with science teaching and learning, their perceptions of SSI and addressing these topics in their classrooms, and their personal opinions about SSI topics that include animal dissection, genetically manufactured organisms, and human cloning. The results showed that the participants viewed SSI negatively. They believed that SSIs are equated with the negative side effects of science and that science destroys the natural ways of living. They also believed although science and technology help humans in some instances, moral-ethical laws must be invoked
preliminary before they are implemented. On the contrary to those beliefs the majority of the teachers also believed that it is important to include SSI topics in the curriculum because it raises students’ decision making skills, it also gives students a better understanding of science’s relevance to personal and social problems. Furthermore, they believed that it would enhance debating skills and the conceptions of nature of science in students.

Although teachers encouraged the implementation of SSI in their curriculum they did not however address SSIs or provide students with the skills to explore these issues. This is due to the factors that include low PSTE (Personal Science Teaching efficacy) which encompasses their content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and how to address these issues. Teachers themselves did not know their own values regarding these issues and preferred to remain neutral in their views. Teachers were not confident in their students’ ability to form their own views or in their own teaching to help students instill their own views. The other situational factors that participants found impeded the teaching of SSIs include lack of time, lack of resources, managing classrooms to include role-playing, small class discussions, and activities. Also, participants felt that it is difficult to assess students especially in moral and ethical issues.

In a research conducted by Tal and Kedmi (2006), the researchers applied a unit to a tenth-grade class as an attempt to increase scientific literacy. The research itself touches on incorporating SSIs into the curriculum and assessing SSIs through assessment for learning techniques. This unit was taught to non-science major students that chose this course an elective. The authors chose curricula that are non-traditional and consist of personal and relevant topics that could promote value laden
arguments within groups of students. The unit of Treasures in the Sea that discussed fish farming, spilling waste and nature preservation are all relevant to the country that they live in. Students were given case studies that enhance higher order thinking skills, critical thinking skills and place based pedagogy. These dilemma-based case studies were predicted to push teachers towards facilitating small group and whole class discussions to allow students to use and foster their critical analysis skills.

Tal and Kedmi (2006) used 6 different classes as part of the research that ranged between different levels of students, different specters of the religious background (one of the schools was a religious school) and different socioeconomic levels. Tal and Kedmi (2006) mention that the unit was taught over 1 month and 3 of the teachers underwent PD sessions to teach such units and the 4th teacher was experienced and was studying at a PhD level. The data collection consisted of observation that included informal interviews, content analysis of the tasks and formal interviews. Tal and Kedmi (2006) found that the teachers focused more on the scientific knowledge of the students while thinking skills were a minor concern and were not addressed as needed. This supports the current research that teachers still have a problem giving up content although they were exposed to the idea of incorporating SSIs, underwent PD and importance of scientific literacy even to non-science majors they were more concerned with their abilities in conceptual scientific knowledge than in their ability to critique and contribute to society. The research itself not only talks about incorporating SSIs it also goes beyond and discusses the techniques including class discussions (small or whole), outdoor hands on experiences, independent research and argumentation it gives an insightful realization that teachers need further addressing when it comes to covering the content that may limit their ability to incorporate such higher order thinking triggered
topics in the correct way. The teachers also did not give any formative feedback to the students which not only did not help with the notion of assessment for learning; it also indicated the teachers themselves avoid dealing with values in science classes. This resulted in the coauthor to co-teach with the teachers to allow students to challenge values in classes and to reinforce science as community praxis. Although students enjoyed the topics and how they were taught they understood that the study was being administered to compare between the traditional way, incorporating SSIs and how to assess them. They further supported these notions by referring to the potential of SSIs in enhancing critical thinking and functioning in everyday life. This further supports the current study and their study that dealing with SSIs helps them think, and through arguing and having to convince others they made more value laden decisions.

In a study by Carson and Dawson (2016), it was found that 75 Australian secondary science teachers responded positively to the workshops and curriculum resources in teaching the topic ‘climate change’ – an SSI. The teachers underwent a professional development program developed based on 2 pillars: PD and curriculum resources. The teaching strategies focused on argumentation skills to improve students’ decision making. The teachers were found to be eager to trial these strategies resulting in classes being observed in 2 schools.

All in all, the research itself highlights the goal of science education as and for participation in community life. Although teachers themselves used small group and whole class discussions they emphasized the students’ academic level and not the idea of sociocultural perception of learning and collaboration needed to promote scientific literacy through SSIs. They also found that these issues require the
integration of scientists and science with social issues and community members that are external to the scientific community and the social communications of scientists in “communal, epistemic and ontological values” that are internal to the scientific community. As a direct link to the current study it was found that teachers must address their own perceptions of science and the teaching philosophy when addressing incorporation of SSIs and the use of strategies to enhance scientific literacy. The article itself is very relevant to the current study, it could be argued that the actual factors of socioeconomic status, abilities of students and religious backgrounds are not analyzed and linked to the conclusion. SSIs being controversial must have also triggered issues with teachers in their own beliefs affecting the teaching of the unit, or students who are not aware of these issues due to their abilities (in the case of their low reading comprehension skills and their inability to comprehend cause and effect relationships as per the study). These factors could have been studied to triangulate the whole topic of incorporating SSIs in the curriculum. Another aspect that was discussed but not elaborated in the discussion itself was the assessment; unfortunately, it was only touched upon by suggesting that teachers need more practice to change the assessment culture in the class. The recommendation and reflection would be to ensure that the factors are discussed thoroughly in the current study.

2.3.2 Factors that impede the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum

Most of the literature regarding SSI recognizes the fact that inclusion in the educational system is vital to students learning, however, there are certain barriers that should be undertaken to effectively achieve a common objective of delivering a better standard of teaching to the students. Kara (2012) found that pre-service
science teachers identified these barriers as lack of time to cover SSIs, lack of resources, classroom difficulties with incorporating small group discussions, role playing and other needed teaching strategies and assessment strategies especially with moral and ethical dimensions. In another study by Lee, Abd-El-Khalick & Choi (2006) it was found that Korean Science teachers perceived that lack of instructional time and resources where the barriers impeding the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum. It is important to investigate these barriers in the UAE to have a better understanding of the problem and hence in further studies find solutions.

2.3.3 The Application of SSIs in the Science Curriculum

Information from an overview of secondary science teachers in New Zealand (Saunders, 2009), uncovered that albeit all educators reported that they were tending to SSI in their classrooms, for some it was minimal or not structured as part of the curriculum. Further, as of not long ago issues were not a required portion of their instructing projects. New Zealand instructors communicated comparative worries to those reviewed by Levinson and Turner (2001), with numerous demonstrating that they were not well prepared to address showing and finding out about dubious issues. They recognized various requirements to doing as such, for example, the absence of time to plan and show projects, the lack of individual science foundation information, the absence of learning of viable showing and learning techniques, and absence of backing as far as instructing assets. The individuals who were trying to address issues in their showing projects utilized a thin scope of pedagogical procedures and these were prevalently instructor focused, or concentrated on individual exploration being done by students. There was an absence of ability amongst teachers to use a scope of student-focused, collective showing and learning
methodologies to address SSI in their science classrooms. There was additionally an absence of comprehension by instructors of moral structures for moral considerations.

Goldfarb and Pritchard (2000) set forward contentions for the significance of instructing moral thinking in the science classroom. They contended that such instructing empowered the good creative ability of students, offered students some assistance with recognizing good issues, offered students some assistance with analyzing key moral ideas and standards, fortified students' awareness of other's expectations, and helped students to bargain adequately with good vagueness and contradiction. Allchin (1999) additionally expressed that a general go for issues-based training in optional science classrooms was that it could "support both ethically touchy researchers and logically educated humanists" (p. 44). However, utilization of the terms good and moral is not effortlessly separated, and they are regularly utilized conversely. Reiss (1999) recommended that "good" is what individuals believe is the best thing to do, frequently taking into account feeling or instinct. "Moral" tests the thinking behind our ethical thinking and endeavors to touch base at thinking and utilizing to set up structures of moral considerations. Incorporating SSIs into the science curriculum could result in students having an opportunity to make well informed moral decisions.

In a recent study in Saudi Arabia by Khishfe, Alshaya, BouJaoude, Mansour and Alrudiyan (2017), 74 eleventh grades were examined by administering a questionnaire about 4 scenarios addressing SSIs – global warming, Genetically Modified food, acid rain and human cloning. It was found that most students were not able to generate well-developed arguments and did not hold informed views
about the Nature of Science (NOS) aspects. Although among the students that did have well-developed arguments, these same students had more informed understandings of the NOS aspects across the four SSIs.

In South Korea, 132 9th graders were subjected to a SSI program on gene modification technology. The researchers investigated to what extent this SSI instruction enhanced their communication skills by using a communication skills questionnaire, semi-structured interviews and classroom observations. It was found that this SSI inclusion could bring about a moderately large impact on students' ability to understand the key ideas of others and to value others' perspectives, as well as a marginal positive effect on developing active assertions (Chung, Yoo, Kim, Lee & Zeidler, 2016). In a study by Sadler, Romin and Topcu (2016) 69 secondary students taught by 3 teachers that implemented an SSI about the use of biotechnology for identifying and treating sexually transmitted diseases. It was found that this inclusion of SSI-based teaching can promote student learning of scientific content and hence, improve performance in assessments. Hence, the inclusion of such issues in the curriculum may lead to enriching and helping the UAE curriculum in enhancing the critical thinking, problem solving and global and environmental skills.

2.4 SSIs in the UAE

The education system of the United Arab Emirates has taken to a great height for the past several years, compared to what is was since its establishment in 1971. Since 2006, UAE’s education has soared to a higher ground through different educational reforms (Dickson, Kadbey and McMinn, 2015). This enormous transformation has been credited for the government's effort to invest considerably in the educational
system for its ever-expanding population. In the country's vision 2021, education is still at the top of government's priority and is seen as the major factor in enhancing its human capital and preparing them for a more diversified knowledge-based economy (UAE Interact, n.d.) The government even allocated billions of Dirham budgets for upgrading education in the country from Kindergarten to college studies (UAE Interact, n.d.) In line with the government’s focus on education, the Ministry of Education even developed “Education 2020”, an ambitious five-year plan that aims to deliver a quality improvement in the country’s educational system, taking more emphasis on the way teachers teach and how the students learn (UAE Interact, n.d.)

With the aggressive move of UAE government towards education, and the striking reality that the world has today in terms of different factors, including modernization, the innovations in areas of science and technology, etc., it is also imperative for UAE to embrace and embed, as early as in secondary education the concepts that surround socio-scientific issues. The inclusion of socio-scientific issues in the curricula will give students awareness in the issues surrounding socio-scientific perspectives. Zeidler and Nichols (2009) describe SSI as the deliberate use of scientific topics that will make students engage in dialogue, discussion and debate regarding topics that has something to do with science and the realities of the world around us.

Most researchers regard SSI as a controversial topic to tackle in classrooms (Zeidler and Nichols, 2009). This is especially true in countries like UAE, where the culture belongs to conservative tones. Nevertheless, SSIs are issues that have to be tackled to make students wide aware about their surrounding especially that they are, for sure, have to confront these issues once they enter the real world comes the time that they
graduated from their studies. Teaching them early on SSI will give them information from educators' perspective, which is an informed perspective rather than getting them from uninformed one, which may misguide them along the way. With the vast option available for taking information from the internet (which also offers unreliable information), an uninformed citizen about SSIs might take out wrong information and incorrect perspective about the issue. SSI will help students not to miss out engaging school activities that will take its focus on present issues that require scientific knowledge that would be beneficial in having an informed decision making (Zeidler and Nichols, 2009).

The inclusion of SSIs in the curricula within the public secondary schools in the United Arab Emirates, on the other hand, would be an arduous process, from developing the teaching materials to its applications in the classrooms. Studies found out that even today, materials related to SSIs in the secondary curriculum are not widely available, and teachers deal with the SSIs domains within a limited context. Even so, there is no assurance that its availability would translate to effective delivery of SSI would be effective in the classrooms (Kara, 2012).

Teachers' views and perceptions regarding SSIs are pivotal in the effectiveness of the delivery of discussions and lesson relating to SSIs (Kara, 2012). Being the primary intermediaries of the curriculum, the success and failure of teaching SSIs among students lie heavily on the teachers' capability of delivering the topic. In a study conducted by Kara (2012) among biology teachers regarding their perceptions on SSI, most of the teachers who participated in the research believe that high school students should have concerned and learn about SSIs. They are likewise willing to address SSIs if there are available instructional materials at hand and also, they are
willing to participate in training programs that would equip them with the right knowledge on how to carry out their SSI teachings. Nevertheless, these same teachers are less willing to develop the course materials themselves (Kara, 2012).

In a study conducted by Dickson, Kadbey and McMinn (2015) among the best science teaching practices within private and public secondary schools, it was noted that both private and public school teachers struggle with the fact that there is a lack of experimental resources and laboratory support. Among other constraints are time, behavioral management and language barrier, which is so common, especially in public schools (Dickson, Kadbey and McMinn, 2015). These same factors may be impeding the inclusion of a ‘new’ topic and hence must be investigated. All in all, there is an imminent need to obtain the views of the science teachers in this region about the inclusion of SSIs and of the place of the inclusion of SSIs in the science curriculum. The factors found in the studies discussed will also be considered to have a better idea about this type of inclusion. The science teachers’ views also must include what they think might impede or facilitate the inclusion.

2.5 Summary

The essential inclusion of SSIs into the science curriculum is portrayed in many studies. Previous literature links SSIs to scientific Literacy, citizenry, awaken sense of reasoning, critical thinking abilities and other skills that may be needed. There are currently no studies of socio-scientific inclusion in the UAE. As noticed, the first step towards this inclusion is to analyze the perceptions of stakeholders into this inclusion. To study the status of SSIs in the UAE it is imperative that the knowledge of science teachers is studied and the barriers that may facilitate or impede this inclusion.
Chapter 3: Methodology

3.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter explains the methodology used in this study. Specifically, a description of the participants and how they are selected, the instrument and its validation procedures as well as the design of the study and the procedures that were used to collect data and the statistical analyses to be employed.

3.2 Participants

Participants proposed in this study are from the Al Ain region in the United Arab Emirates. All teachers participating in this study are science teachers and are from both expatriate and local nationalities. The science teachers’ demographic variables include gender, experience and background will be explored to study their impact on the views of SSIs. The study employed 130 participants of different experience, gender, qualification background, and experience. The sampling procedure used is the stratified sampling procedure because the study is interested in a particular stratum within the population. These are males versus females, public schools versus private schools, more experienced (equal to or above 5 years) versus less experienced science teachers (less than 5 years), if they had received professional development sessions in socio-scientific issues, and if they had studied any courses related to socio-scientific issues at university level. This sampling procedure ensures that there is an equal chance of selecting each strata from the sample.

3.3 Instrumentation

The method of data collection that was used is a survey adapted from a previously completed study by Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006). The survey was chosen based on the targeted audience and types of questions and variables being surveyed.
The survey consists of 24 Likert type questions that asked science teachers about their views of SSIs, the factors that may facilitate or impede their inclusion and the knowledge of science teachers about SSIs. Three main domains which include science teachers’ overall views of the necessity of including SSIs in the science curriculum (10 items), and the science teachers’ views of the factors that facilitate SSIs and the knowledge of science teachers linked as a factor that may impede SSIs (14 items) was the focus of the instrument.

Before beginning the survey, an opening page explaining that this survey is anonymous because of the sensitivity of responses will be provided. The first section of the survey includes an introduction about SSIs and some examples of them. It then proceeds to ask the respondent about his/her background. This includes gender, level/ class taught, subject taught, teaching experience, courses studied that relate to socio-scientific issues and the PD activities that have been attended on socio-scientific issues within the last 3 years. The second part of the survey includes Likert-type questions about the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum and the factors that facilitate or impede this inclusion including science teachers’ knowledge. Both sections will be measured using a 5 point Likert type scale from “Strongly agree” to “Strongly disagree”. The Third section included the open-ended questions which asked for additional information about science teachers’ knowledge of SSIs, difficulties of implementing SSIs in the classroom and the types of SSIs that could be introduced into the Science classroom. The open ended questions mean to combine all the domains.
3.4 Instrument Validation Procedures

3.4.1 Validity

Validity is known as the extent to which the instrument measures what it is supposed to measure. Construct and content validity are regarded as the most important aspects of any instrument (Gay, Mills, and Airasian, 2011). It is therefore important to make sure that the construct and the content validity are clearly addressed and identified for the purpose of this study.

To establish the content and construct validity of the instrument, the survey instrument was assessed for construct and content validity aspects by obtaining expert opinions from a panel of professionals in the education sector that include Education professors and 3 Science teachers. Reviewers were asked to provide comprehensive feedback of the questions in relation to the factors and how the content and construct (the 3 domains) are suitable and appropriate to the study. Changes include switching the order of items to prioritize them and adding factors that were accounted for and then applied to improve the survey instrument.

3.4.2 Reliability

Reliability is defined as the extent of accuracy of the instrument. That is the degree to which the instrument consistently measures what it is supposed to measure (Gay, Mills, and Airasian, 2011). In this study, Cronbach’s alpha for each domain was obtained, to indicate that the three domains have adequate internal consistency using 40 teachers from similar schools not participating in the study as a pilot study. The overall Cronbach alpha was calculated to be 0.80, for science teachers’ general views of SSIs domain (Question 1 to 10); it was found to be 0.73. For science teachers’
view of facilitating factors (Question 11 to 14 and Question 23 and 24), the reliability was found to be 0.81, whereas for science teachers’ view of impeding factors (Question 15 to 22) Cronbach alpha was calculated as 0.66. Generally, the calculated Cronbach alpha values indicate a high level of internal consistency.

To provide further triangulation to the perception data to be collected by the survey instrument, a further, 3 open ended questions adopted from Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006) will be used. This is to collect further data with regards to knowledge about SSIs, the difficulties of implementing SSIs in the classroom and the types of SSIs they think could be introduced into the Science classroom. In this way further information can be checked as regard to science teachers’ understanding of the SSIs.

### 3.5 Design

The design of this study is based on exploratory descriptive survey design. Descriptive exploratory survey design is the determination and description of the situation and comparing how sub-groups view a certain issue (Gay, Mills, and Airasian, 2011). The purpose of this study is to describe the current situation of SSIs inclusion in the UAE. Furthermore, the study will examine science teachers’ views with regards to SSIs and impeding or facilitating associated inclusion factors of SSI. This design allows the researcher to assess the perception of science teachers as a first step to understand their views. The researcher does not aim to find the impact or correlating views with other variables, however it does aim to pave the path to begin studies of this nature after inclusion of SSIs. Since the study uses both a quantitative approach (survey) and a qualitative approach (open-ended questions) it fulfills the descriptive survey design.
3.6 Procedures

As a first step to distribute this survey, permission from the Abu Dhabi Education Council (ADEC) through the university to access public and private schools was obtained. To ensure high rates of correspondence, the researcher contacted ADEC to send a notification about the importance of the teachers input to all teachers. Since this survey is administered to both Arabic and English speaking teachers, it was officially translated and then retranslated to English to check the validity of the translation done. Teachers were asked to give a consent before starting their survey and surveys will be anonymous because of the sensitivity of the factors. The survey is then distributed physically to the schools and will be sent out during the third term when curriculum reviews are taking place for the upcoming year to teachers in the Al Ain Region, specifically to Secondary schools with a request that it is only administered to teachers that fit the criteria of Grade 9 to 12 science teachers. The survey instrument recorded teachers’ responses in a database for later statistical data analysis using SPSS. This note was included in the opening page of the survey and a request was sent to schools to ensure there are no biased responses.

3.7 Data Analysis

Before considering any data, a screening method of the data was conducted. This was done by descriptive statistics analysis to deal with Likert-type responses. Descriptive statistics provided answers to research questions which are: How much do Al Ain Science teachers know about SSIs Inclusion? What are the Al Ain Science teachers’ views of the place of the SSIs inclusion in the science curriculum? What are the factors that facilitate or impede including SSIs in the Al Ain secondary classrooms? For these questions, a t-test was performed to compare the mean values and the highest and lowest perceptions were categorized. As for the third question of
the impact of science teachers’ demographic variables (gender, experience, type of school, and background) on the perception of SSI, a t-test was also used and the perceptions were categorized. Specifically, for the specializations an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done to find if there are significant differences compared to the domains, a Tukey post-hoc comparison test was used to identify the source of significant differences emerged in ANOVA analysis. All statistical analysis of the survey data will be conducted with the help of the Statistical Package for Social Sciences Software (SPSS) and the results will be interpreted based on the established values for statistical significance of the factors.

3.8 Summary

This chapter provides information related to the methodology that were used in this study including a description of the participants and how they were selected, the instrument to be used and how it was validated. It also explains the design of the study and its justification, the procedures to be followed to collect data, and how the collected data was analyzed to answer the research questions.
Chapter 4: Results

4.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter presents the results pertaining to the data that was collected to answer the research questions pertaining to investigate science teachers’ views of the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum and explore factors that could impede the inclusion of these issues in the school curriculum. Quantitative data was collected using a survey, which was purposely developed for the present study. The survey consisted of issues related to the inclusion of SSIS in the curriculum and the factors that may affect the inclusion of these SSIs in the curriculum.

The purpose of this chapter is therefore to present findings related to answers to the research questions that were presented in chapter 1 as follows:

1) What are the Al Ain Science teachers’ views of inclusion of SSIs?

2) What are the factors that facilitate or impede including SSIs in the Al Ain secondary classrooms?

3) What is the impact of science teachers’ demographic variables (gender, experience, type of school, and background) on the perception of SSIs?

4.2 Domains of the Views of Teachers

Table 1 shows the mean of the three domains that attempt to answer the question presented in this study. The views of the inclusion of SSIs have a higher mean score (M = 3.94) when compared to the views of the factors that facilitate inclusion (M = 3.60) and the factors that impede inclusion (3.00). Teachers participated in this study showed higher regard to the issue of inclusions of SSIs judging by the high mean value. Factors that are perceived to facilitate inclusions as assessed by the survey
include teaching strategies, knowledge of SSIs, resources assessment strategies and different instructional methodologies (item 11, item 12, item 13, item 14 item 23 and item 24) are also positively perceived as issues that may promote inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum.

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General views of Inclusion</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views of factors that facilitate inclusion</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views of factors that impede inclusion</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.3 Science Teachers Views of the Inclusion of SSIs in the Science Curricula**

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the views of the teachers with regards to inclusion of SSIs in the science curricula. The highest mean (M = 4.46) which is the highest perceived item include their view about the need of students to learn and enhance their ability to decide their own positions about SSIs in science class about increasing the students’ interests in those issues (M = 4.30), students need to be concerned with SSIs related to science and technology and the necessity of including SSIs into the science class (M = 4.28). The lowest means and hence the lowest perceived items include the science teachers view that it is more appropriate to deal with SSIs in ethics and religion instead of science (M = 2.79) and the inclusion of SSIs as a compulsory part of the curriculum (M = 3.46).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank (Highest to Lowest)</th>
<th>Strongly Agree / Agree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I want to develop teaching and learning materials on socio-scientific issues for my class</td>
<td>98.50%</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If I can get materials on socio-scientific issues, I am willing to use them in the class</td>
<td>92.30%</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I am willing to participate in a program that helps teachers deal with socio-scientific issues</td>
<td>87.80%</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Introducing socio-scientific issues into science class is necessary</td>
<td>93.10%</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I think that it is more appropriate to deal with socio-scientific issues in ethics and religion, social studies classes than in science class (negative)</td>
<td>21.40%</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Introducing socio-scientific issues into science classes will increase students interest in these issues</td>
<td>94.70%</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Students need to be concerned with socio-scientific issues related to science and technology</td>
<td>96.20%</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Students need to learn and enhance their ability to decide their own positions about socio-scientific issues in science class</td>
<td>95.40%</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Socio-scientific issues should be a compulsory part of the science curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Strongly Agree / Agree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>59.60%</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>73.30%</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Science Teachers Views of the Factors that Facilitate Inclusion

Table 3 describes the views of science teachers with regards to the factors that facilitate inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. The highest mean reported (M = 3.82) and hence the highest perceived items are the teachers views about having the teaching strategies that allow them to deal with SSIs in science class, the next highest mean (M = 3.73) reported is their confidence of using assessment strategies to assess SSIs and having the knowledge necessary to effectively teach SSIs. The lowest mean reported (M = 3.22) and hence the lowest perceived items include having enough resources to develop their teaching and learning materials about SSIs.

Table 3: Science teachers’ views of the factors that facilitate the inclusion of SSIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank (Highest to Lowest)</th>
<th>Strongly Agree / Agree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I have the teaching strategies that allow me to deal with socio-scientific issues in science classes</td>
<td>79.40%</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I have a full understanding of what socio-scientific issues are</td>
<td>59.60%</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I have enough resources to develop teaching and learning materials about socio-scientific issues</td>
<td>82.40%</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I have the knowledge necessary to effectively teach about socio-scientific issues to my secondary school students</td>
<td>67.20%</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I am confident in using assessment strategies to assess socio-scientific issues</td>
<td>69.50%</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I have knowledge about different instructional methodologies for effective application of socio-scientific issues in the classroom</td>
<td>58.00%</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.5 Science Teachers Views of the Factors that Impede Inclusion

Table 4 describes the views of the science teachers with regards to the factors that impede inclusion of socio-scientific issues (SSIs) into the curriculum. The highest means reported respectively (M = 3.60), (M = 3.39), (M = 3.21) and hence the highest perceived items include the possibility of dealing with socio-scientific issues using various teaching strategies in a “real” classroom situation their belief that students are not mature enough to understand SSIs and their belief that students’ language ability limits their ability to understand SSIs. The lowest means reported respectively (M = 2.68), (M = 2.63), (M = 2.72) and hence the lowest perceived items include not having enough time to deal with SSIs, their belief that science classes addressing SSIs have little influence on the achievement of students with low motivation and that addressing SSIs can confuse students with regards to their religious values.
Table 4: Teachers views of the factors that impede inclusion into the curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank (highest to Lowest)</th>
<th>Strongly Agree/ Agree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I do not have enough class time to deal with socio-scientific issues</td>
<td>13.00%</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I believe that students are not mature enough to be interested in and understand socio-scientific issues</td>
<td>47.30%</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I believe that students language ability limits their ability to understand socio-scientific issues</td>
<td>39.70%</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Classes dealing with socio-scientific issues are most likely to be classes for high achieving students</td>
<td>36.60%</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I believe that science classes addressing socio-scientific issues have little influence on the achievement of students with low motivation</td>
<td>22.90%</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Addressing socio-scientific issues in science classes could confuse students about their own religious values</td>
<td>30.50%</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I believe that science classes addressing socio-scientific issues have little influence on the achievement of students with low participation level</td>
<td>38.20%</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dealing with socio-scientific issues using various teaching strategies is not possible in a “real” classroom situation</td>
<td>64.10%</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 The Demographic Variables and Science Teachers’ Perceptions of SSI

To answer the research question pertaining to the impact of gender, type of school (public versus private), teaching experience, training in SSIs, and attending SSIs professional development training, statistical differences between the respondents based on these demographic variables were evaluated using t-test. An independent samples t-test was used to compare the means of the participants based on their gender (male versus female), type of school (public schools versus private schools), teaching experience (experienced participants versus novice participants), prior knowledge of SSIs (participants that studies SSI courses in university versus participants that did not study them), and if professional development training (PD) (attendance of PD in SSIs versus not attending PD in SSIs). Furthermore, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also performed to test for any statistically significant differences between participants based on their major specialization. Each was analyzed against the 3 domains: inclusion, factors facilitating inclusion and factors that impede inclusion.

4.6.1 The Impact of Teacher’s Demographic Variables on the Views about Inclusion

Table 5 shows that within the demographic variables there was no statistically significant differences between male and female, public versus private schools and experienced and novice participants, indicating that teachers’ views are similar amongst these variables in this domain. However, amongst the variable prior knowledge of SSIs as demonstrated by SSI courses studied at the undergraduate level, there was a statistically significant difference between the two groups (p ≤ 0.03). There was also a statistically significant difference between the variables of
Professional Development (PD) that was taken versus PD that was not taken (p ≤ 0.00).

Table 5: The impact of science teachers’ demographic variables on the views about inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>T-Test</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public School</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.643</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private School</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 5 years</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal or more than 5 years</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studied SSI Courses</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not study SSI Courses</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD taken</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD not taken</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.2 The Impact of Teacher’s Demographic Variables on the Views about Factors that Facilitate the Inclusion of SSIs into the Curriculum

Table 6 shows that within the demographic variables there was no statistically significant differences attributed to gender, type of school, the teaching experience of participants. However, prior knowledge of SSIs as exemplified by having studied SSI courses at undergraduate level, there was a statistically significant difference between the two groups (p ≤ 0.02). There was also a statistically significant significance between the variables of Professional Development (PD) that was taken versus PD that was not taken (p ≤ 0.00).
Table 6: The impact of science teachers’ demographic variables on the views about factors that facilitate the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitate</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>T-Test</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public School</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private School</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 5 years</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal or more than</td>
<td>5102</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studied SSI Courses</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not study SSI</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD taken</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD not taken</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.3 The Impact of Science Teacher’s Demographic Variables on the Views about Factors that Impede the Inclusion of SSIs into the Curriculum

Table 7 shows that within the demographic variables there was no statistically significant differences attributed to gender, type of school, prior knowledge of SSIs, and professional training (PD) in SSIs. However, amongst the variables teaching experience (experienced versus novice) there was a statistically significant difference between the two groups (p ≤ 0.02).

Table 7: The impact of science teachers’ demographic variables on the views about factors that impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impede</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>T-Test</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public School</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private School</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 5 years</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal or more than 5 years</td>
<td>5102</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studied SSI Courses</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not study SSI Courses</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD taken</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD not taken</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7 The Impact of Science Teachers’ Specialization (subject taught) on the Perception of SSIs

In this part, a one-way ANOVA was used to compare the means of participants based on their specializations (four specializations). Participants were divided into four specializations based on their responses, namely General Science, Biology, Chemistry and Physics. The analysis was done across the 3 domains which are inclusion of SSIs, the factors that facilitate the inclusion of SSIs and the factors that impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum.

4.7.1 The Impact of Specialization (subjects taught) Variable on the Science Teachers’ Views about Inclusion

Table 8 shows descriptive statistics of the subjects’ variables with highest mean found in the chemistry subject (M = 4.16) and the lowest mean found in the biology subject (M = 3.82). Participants displayed higher perceptions regarding the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum. Their perceptions mean scores ranged between 3.82 for the biology specialization to 4.16 for the chemistry specialization.
Table 8: Descriptive statistics of the subjects’ variable and the domain of inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 displayed the result of a one-way ANOVA which was used to determine whether there are any statistically significant differences between the groups based on participants’ specializations. The results of this analysis showed that there is statistically significant difference between the participants based on their specialization, F (3, 127) = 13.19, p ≤ 0.00.

Table 9: One-Way ANOVA of the subjects’ variables with regards to inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>13.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since, there is a statistically significant difference between the groups in the views of inclusions based on participants’ specializations, a Tukey post-hoc comparison test was used to identify the source of significant differences emerged in ANOVA analysis. Results of the post-hoc test, which are presented in table 10 shows that there is a statistically significance differences between biology teachers and chemistry teachers (Mean Difference = 0.34, p ≤ 0.00). This is followed by the views of Chemistry teachers and physics teachers (Mean Difference = 0.24, p ≤ 0.00).
There was also a statistically significant difference between the views of General science teachers and Biology teachers (Mean Difference = 0.17, \( p \leq 0.00 \)), and the General science teachers and the Chemistry teachers (Mean Difference = 0.16, \( p \leq 0.04 \)).

Table 10: Post-Hoc tests of the subjects’ variables with regards to inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Taught (I)</th>
<th>Subject Taught (J)</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7.2 The Impact of Subjects Taught Variable on the Factors that Facilitate Inclusion

Table 11 shows descriptive statistics of the subjects’ variables with highest mean found in the chemistry discipline (M = 3.75) and the lowest mean found in the general science discipline (M = 3.37). Their perceptions mean scores ranged between 3.37 for the General Science specialization to 3.75 for the chemistry specialization.

Table 11: Descriptive statistics of the subjects’ variable and the domain of factors that facilitate inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 12 displayed the result of a one-way ANOVA which was used to determine whether there are any statistically significant differences between the groups based on participants’ specializations. The results of this analysis showed that there is statistically significant difference between the participants based on their specializations, $F (3, 127) = 13.19, p \leq 0.00$.

Table 12: One-Way ANOVA of the subjects’ variables with regards to factors that facilitate inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25.92</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since, there is a statistically significant difference between the groups in the views of inclusions based on participants’ specializations, a Tukey post-hoc comparison test was used to identify the source of significant differences emerged in ANOVA analysis. Results of the post-hoc test, which are presented in table 13 shows that there is significance between General Science teachers and Chemistry teachers (Mean Difference = 0.38, $p \leq 0.01$). This is followed by the views of General Science teachers and Biology teachers (Mean Difference = 0.27, $p \leq 0.04$).

Table 13: Post-Hoc tests of the subjects’ variables with regards to factors that facilitate inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Taught (I)</th>
<th>Subject Taught (J)</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.7.3 The Impact of Subjects Taught Variable on the Factors that Impede Inclusion

Table 14 shows descriptive statistics of the subjects’ variables with the highest mean found in the biology subject (M = 3.17) and the lowest mean found in the chemistry subject (M = 2.54). Their perceptions mean scores ranged between 2.54 and 3.17.

Table 14: Descriptive statistics of the subjects’ variable and the domain of factors that impede inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15 displayed the result of a one-way ANOVA which was used to determine whether there are any statistically significant differences between the groups based on participants’ specializations. The results of this analysis showed that there is statistically significant difference between the participants based on their specializations, F (3, 127) = 13.19, p ≤ 0.00.

Table 15: One-Way ANOVA of the subjects’ variables with regards to factors that impede inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>41.60</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>48.13</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since, there is a statistically significant difference between the groups in the views of inclusions based on participants’ specializations, a Tukey post-hoc comparison test was used to identify the source of significant differences emerged in ANOVA analysis. Results of the post-hoc test, which are presented in table 16 shows that there is significance between Biology teachers and Chemistry teachers (Mean Difference = 0.62, p ≤ 0.00). This is followed by General Science teachers and Chemistry teachers (Mean Difference = 0.56, p ≤ 0.003). Concluding with the difference between Chemistry teachers and Physics teachers (Mean Difference = 0.43, p ≤ 0.04).

Table 16: Post-Hoc tests of the subjects’ variables with regards to factors that impede inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Taught (I)</th>
<th>Subject Taught (J)</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To explain the differences in the science teachers’ views, a close look at their backgrounds in terms of their prior knowledge (science courses / PD activities) of SSIs are presented in table 17. The results displayed are the percentages of science teachers that attended courses or professional development in each of the specializations taught. With regards to the highest percentages of courses taken they are found in the chemistry subject, where 16.79% of teachers in the chemistry specialization had taken courses at undergraduate level. However, only 11.45% of teachers in the General science specialization had taken courses in SSIs at the
undergraduate level. As for professional development, it is also found that 15.74% of teachers in the chemistry specialization had taken professional development courses. Only 8.40% of Biology teachers had taken professional development courses in SSIs.

Table 17: Descriptive statistics of the percentages teachers that had taken courses or professional development in each of the specializations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specializations</th>
<th>Courses Taken</th>
<th>Professional Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>16.79%</td>
<td>15.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>11.45%</td>
<td>11.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>12.21%</td>
<td>13.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>16.03%</td>
<td>8.40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.8 Summary of Results

This chapter focused on reporting the findings of the study. First results showed the highest mean was found in the domain of the views of science teachers with regards to the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. Science teachers’ views showed they agree with the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum however, the lowest perceived item of inclusion is that SSIs should be compulsory in the science curriculum (M = 3.46). Teachers’ views also indicated that resources, teaching strategies and knowledge are the top three factors that facilitate the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. They also indicated that teaching strategies for real classroom situations, maturity of students and the influence of SSIs on participation levels are the top three factors that may impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. There were statistically significance differences between the views of the science teachers that studied SSI courses or teachers that did not study SSI courses with regards to inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum and the teachers who have undergone PD courses about SSIs and teachers who have not. There was a significance difference also between the views of the teachers that studied SSI courses or teachers that did
not study SSI courses with regards to factors that facilitate inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum and the teachers who have undergone PD courses about SSIs and teachers who have not. As for the factors that may impede the inclusion of SSIs it was found that there is a statistically significant difference between experienced teachers and novice teachers.

There were also statistically significant differences between the views of teachers with regards to inclusion, factors that facilitate and impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum based on their specializations (subject taught). It was found that chemistry teachers had the highest perceptions in the views about inclusion and the factors that facilitate inclusion and had the highest percentage in PD courses and courses taken in SSIs.
Chapter 5: Conclusion

5.1 Chapter Overview

The purpose of this study is to investigate science teachers’ perceptions of the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum and explore factors that could facilitate and impede the inclusion of these issues in the school curriculum in Al Ain. The aim of this chapter is to discuss the data presented in chapter 4. It also presents comparisons of the results obtained from this study with the ones presented from previous research studies as reported in literature. The findings of the study are then discussed in relation to the research questions and the context of this study. Finally, the chapter concludes with recommendations for further research.

5.2 Domains of the Views of Science Teachers

The three domains that were analyzed in the study include the (1) views of inclusion, (2) views of factors that may facilitate inclusion and the (3) views of factors that may impede inclusion. The highest perceived domain is the views of teachers about inclusion (M = 3.94). The science teachers had a general positive view about including SSIs in the curriculum. This agrees with the previous research findings conducted by Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006) where there was a general positive view about addressing SSIs in the curriculum. The context of Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006) study was Korea and Korean secondary science teachers’ perception of SSIs. Also, in a study by Yilmaz Kara (2012) in Turkey, 102 pre-service teachers perceived a need to address SSI positively, when asked to answer a questionnaire comprising of Likert type and open ended questions. The pre-service teachers had moderate personal teaching efficacy beliefs related to teaching SSIs.
5.3 Science Teachers’ Views of the Inclusion of SSIs in the Curriculum

The science teachers’ views of the inclusion of SSIs in the curriculum showed that the highest perceived items include their view of the need of students to learn and enhance their ability to decide their own positions about SSIs in science; about increasing the student’s interests in those issues, students need to be concerned with SSIs related to science and technology and the necessity of including SSIs into the science class. These results support the findings reported by Dawson and Venville (2013) where students that were subjected to SSIs had experienced an increase in their argumentation and informal reasoning skills - an indication of the importance of SSIs in maximizing student learning at both conceptual and procedural levels. As indicated by Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006) it is important to include SSI topics in the curriculum because it raises students’ decision making skills, it also gives students a better understanding of science and how it relates to solving personal and social problems. Furthermore, Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006) also showed that teachers believe that incorporating SSIs would enhance debating skills and the conceptions of nature of science in students. In the study by Kara (2012), the pre-service biology teachers believed that SSI inclusion may maximize the potential for classroom discussions and debates and hence providing students with opportunities to practice their decision-making skills. Other teachers also noted that students will focus more on problem-solving and applying their factual knowledge to real-life scenarios.

The lowest perceived items in the participants’ views of inclusion include items related to incorporating SSIs into religion and ethics classes instead of science (M = 2.79). This could be due to teachers’ beliefs that in science classes there would be a systematic study of these issues while in religion/ethics classes these issues may be
viewed from religion/ethical perspectives which may not achieve the stated goals of scientific literacy. In religion/ethics classes, teachers’ beliefs about these issues may also be transferred to students (as a given) instead of giving students an opportunity to form their own opinions and arguments. However, it is also found that the teachers also view that SSIs should not be a compulsory part of the curriculum (M = 3.46). This may be due to the teachers’ hesitance in including such topics as a compulsory part of the curriculum and hence become obliged to complete this unit with limited time available and not enough resources to support the teaching and learning of these topics. Other teachers may be hesitant with regards to the influence and resistance of the culture and hence, may include them as an option giving both students and parents an opportunity to cover these topics or choose to not subject their children to such issues. Teachers may also not be confident in discussing such topics with their students especially when introducing such issues and not including their own opinions into the teaching strategies. This may have been the reason as to which they may have chosen the ‘safe’ side and agreed with having SSIs as an optional part of the curriculum. In the study by Kara (2012), teacher candidates had a concern regarding imposing their own values on students, although this is a naïve response as it means the teachers would believe that students ‘absorb’ their teachers’ views. It may be the case in this study that teachers’ views, despite the confidence shown in the ability to include SSIs in the curriculum, tend to adapt the Korean perspective in not to impose their own perspectives on students.

Ozden (2015) explored the views of prospective elementary school teachers about SSIs, it was found that teachers viewed SSIs as being useful for students to consider the ethical problems and interpret the outcomes of SSIs. This indicates that teachers viewed the students as ethical decision makers instead of ‘receivers’ of information
only. They also believe that SSIs help students gain higher order thinking skills including argumentation, opinion development, scientific process skills and creativity.

### 5.4 Science Teachers’ Views of the Factors that Facilitate Inclusion

When the science teachers’ views of the factors that facilitate inclusion were analyzed it was found that the highest perceived items are the teachers views about having the teaching strategies that allow them to deal with SSIs in science class (M = 3.82), their confidence of using assessment strategies to assess SSIs (M = 3.73) and having the knowledge necessary to effectively teach SSIs. According to these results teachers felt that they have the necessary knowledge of pedagogy to deal with SSIs in their classroom and therefore felt that such pedagogical knowledge is an important issue to be considered as a facilitating factor. However, with the high confidence in their ability to handle SSIs, teachers still have some concerns regarding how to find resources to teach SSIs. The lowest perceived item is having enough resources to develop their teaching and learning materials about SSIs (M = 3.22). Teachers seem confident in their own knowledge and strategies of teaching, learning and assessment. These findings contrast with those reported by Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006), where teachers were found to have a low Personal Science Teaching Efficacy (PSTE) which encompasses their content and pedagogical knowledge and strategies to address these issues. They also found that participants felt that it is difficult to assess students especially in moral and ethical issues. Based on the high perceptions shown for items related to the ability to handle SSIs in the classroom, teachers of the present study can be said as having a relatively High Personal Science Teaching Efficacy (PSTE) compared to those reported by Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006). As for the study by Kara (2012), pre-service teachers had a similar
perception as the current study. They perceived themselves as having the content knowledge, and pedagogical expertise needed to teach SSI in high school biology classrooms. They also indicated confidence in their abilities to develop resources related to teaching about SSIs this contrasts with the current study. In this current study, teachers’ have a higher PSTE that are similar to the Turkish study of pre-service teachers. This can indicate the naïve approach a teacher may have before experiencing the true nature of teaching and the implications of a real-life experience.

5.5 Science Teachers’ Views of the Factors that Impede Inclusion

When the teachers’ views of the factors that may impede inclusion were analyzed it was found that the highest perceived items include the possibility of dealing with SSIs using various teaching strategies in “real” classroom situations (M = 3.6), their belief that students are not mature enough to understand SSIs (M = 3.39), and their belief that students’ language ability limits their ability to understand SSIs (M = 3.21). In a similar study by Kara (2012) it was found that Turkish pre-service teachers identified that the factors that may act as a barrier to inclusion include lack of time, lack of resources, and classroom difficulties with incorporating strategies including small group discussions, role playing and assessment strategies. As for Lee, Abd-El-Khalick and Choi (2006) it was found that Korean teachers perceived the lack of time and resources where the barriers that impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. The views of the participants of this study were different than both Korean and Turkish teachers, this could be due to the difference in culture or understanding of SSIs. Teachers of the current study may be relating inclusion of SSIs to the current issues that they may face when teaching their own curriculum. Hence, they may already face issues with dealing with science topics in real-life
situations which has become a necessity in teaching any topic. They may also find that their students are not subjected to these topics regularly which hence, may limit their ability of comprehending these topics due to their maturity level. Another very important factor that teachers may face is the language ability. Students are taught sciences in the English language (which is not their first language) and hence, they may face some problems in comprehending these issues due to their limited command of the language of instruction.

All in all, teachers find that the factors that facilitate the inclusion of SSIs are encircling their pedagogical content knowledge including teaching and assessment strategies and their knowledge of these issues. Furthermore, they did not perceive time, motivation of students and confusion of students regarding religious values as issues that may impede the inclusion of SSIs. Teachers in the current study identified teaching strategies in “real” classroom situations, the maturity of their students and their language ability as factors that may impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. As the results showed, impeding and facilitating factors were inter-related and interdependent.

5.6 The Impact of Science Teachers’ Demographic Variables on the Perception of SSIs

Teachers’ demographic variables were collected and analyzed against the three domains of inclusion, factors facilitating inclusion and factors impeding inclusion. These variables are the impact of gender, type of school (public versus private), teaching experience, training in SSIs, and attending SSIs professional development training. A t-test and an analysis of variance (ANOVA) were employed to compare
the means pertaining to these demographic variables to test for any statistically
significant differences between participants based on these demographic variables.

5.6.1 The Impact of Science Teacher’s Demographic Variables on the Views
about Inclusion

Within the demographic variables there was no statistically significant differences
between male and female, public versus private schools and experienced and novice
participants as shown in Table 5, indicating that teachers’ views are similar amongst
these variables in this domain. However, amongst the variable prior knowledge of
SSIs as demonstrated by SSI courses studied at the undergraduate level, there was a
statistically significant difference between the two groups. There was also a
statistically significant difference between the variables of Professional Development
(PD) that was taken versus PD that was not taken. It can be assumed that with
teachers who have been subjected to both SSI courses and PD they have a more
realistic view of SSIs since they have more experience. Teachers who have been
subjected to these topics (either through PD or course or both) may know more about
the importance of including such topics in the curriculum, and hence have developed
high regards for SSIs. In the study by Kara (2012) of pre-service teachers’
perceptions of SSIs, it was also found that there was no difference male and female
teacher candidates in terms of perceptions. In the same study the teachers went
through professional development activities appeared to promote their perceptions
about personal teaching efficacy and how their values may impede the inclusion of
SSIs into the curriculum. Hence, enunciating the importance of teacher having
professional development or knowledge of SSIs in courses taken at undergraduate
level. SSIs are multi-disciplinary in nature and so it is important for teachers to have
knowledge of subject matter and related economic, political and social issues.
5.6.2 The Impact of Science Teacher’s Demographic Variables on the Views about Factors that Facilitate the Inclusion of SSIs into the Curriculum

Within the demographic variables there was no statistically significant differences attributed to gender, type of school, and the teaching experience of participants. However, prior knowledge of SSIs as exemplified by having studied SSI courses at undergraduate level, showed a statistically significant difference between the two groups. There was also a statistically significant significance between the variables of Professional Development (PD) that was taken versus PD that was not taken. It can be assumed that teachers who have had real-life experiences, teacher who have had studied SSI courses (M = 3.68), and teachers who had taken PD (M = 3.73) have a higher view of what are the factors that may facilitate the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. This is a repetition of the case of inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum where teachers that have had these experiences had higher perceptions, this can be due to the teachers having a moral-ethical understanding of science and technology and have been given opportunities to examine and reflect on their own positions and values hence, feeling more confident in including SSIs into the curriculum and knowing what may facilitate the inclusion.

To further enunciate the need of SSI courses to be administered in teaching programs, Ozturk and Tuzun (2016) investigated 647 Turkish pre-service teachers that completed an open-ended questionnaire. The questionnaire aimed at exploring the teachers’ informal reasoning regarding SSIs, their epistemological beliefs and the relationship between their informal reasoning and epistemological beliefs. Although the teachers had a preference to generating evidence based arguments they did not provide quality evidence to support their claims. As for their reasoning skills, the teachers mostly used supportive argument construction.
5.6.3 The Impact of Science Teacher’s Demographic Variables on the Views about Factors that Impede the Inclusion of SSIs into the Curriculum

Within the demographic variables there was no statistically significant differences attributed to gender, type of school, prior knowledge of SSIs, and professional training (PD) in SSIs as shown in Table 7. However, amongst the variables teaching experience (experienced versus novice) there was a statistically significant difference between the two groups. However, due to the small to medium effect size (effect size = 0.48) and hence it may have little educational importance. Although this can be considered to have no impact on policy changes it does agree with the study by Kara (2012), the perceptions of pre-service teachers were studied about the inclusion of SSIs and factors that may impede or facilitate this inclusion, it was noted that of the limitations that of the study is the experience of these pre-service teachers. Teachers who have not yet become in-service and hence have not added needed years to their experience may have not developed a repertoire of resources and experience needed to how instruction might be conducted. In this study, amongst the impeding factors is the “real-life” strategies of addressing SSIs in the curriculum and hence, teachers with less experience may not have the confidence in finding these strategies or have enough information in solving impeding factors such as those mentioned. Hence, teachers with more experience had a lower view of the factors that may impede the inclusion of SSIs, as they have the experience to solve these factors (M = 2.94).

5.7 The Impact of Science Teachers’ Specialization (subject taught) on the Perception of SSIs

A one-way ANOVA was used to compare the means of participants based on their specializations (four specializations). Participants were divided into four specializations based on their responses, namely General Science, Biology,
Chemistry and Physics. The analysis was done across the 3 domains which are inclusion of SSIs, the factors that facilitate the inclusion of SSIs and the factors that impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum.

5.7.1 The Impact of Specialization (subjects taught) Variable on the Views about Inclusion

The results of the ANOVA analysis showed that there is statistically significant difference between the participants based on their specialization. The highest perceptions were reported by the chemistry teachers (M = 4.16) and the lowest perceptions was reported by the biology teachers (M = 3.82). Since, there is a statistically significant difference between the groups in the views of inclusions based on participants’ specializations, a Tukey post-hoc comparison test was used to identify the source of this significant differences that detected by ANOVA analysis. Results of the post-hoc test, shows that there is a statistically significance differences between biology teachers and chemistry teachers. This is followed by the views of Chemistry teachers and physics teachers. There was also a statistically significant difference between the views of General science teachers and Biology teachers and the General science teachers and the Chemistry teachers. Although it was expected by the researcher that the highest perception would be in Biology as the most known subjects of SSIs are found in Biology, however chemistry teachers were the highest perceiving teachers that promoted inclusion. There are numerous SSI topics that can be explored in each of the subjects including doping in professional sports in Chemistry Education (Stolz, Witteck, Marks and Eilks, 2013). In physics, energy related topics that are linked with sustainability are the socioscientific topics that can be explored (Sakschewski, Eggert, Schneider, and Bögeholz, 2014).
5.7.2 The impact of Subjects Taught Variable on the Factors that Facilitate Inclusion

As for the subject that had the highest perception with regards to the factors that facilitate inclusion, it was chemistry (M = 3.75). The result of a one-way ANOVA which was used to determine whether there are any statistically significant differences between the groups based on participants’ specializations showed that there is statistically significant difference between the participants based on their specializations. Since, there is a statistically significant difference between the groups in the views of inclusions based on participants’ specializations, a Tukey post-hoc comparison test was used to identify the significant differences emerged in ANOVA analysis. Results of the post-hoc test, shows that there is significance between General Science teachers and Chemistry teachers. This is followed by the views of General Science teachers and Biology teachers. This again confirms that that the chemistry teachers have the highest perceptions with regards to inclusion and the factors that may facilitate its inclusion. It is possible that the chemistry teachers may be the most aware and have previously explored teaching SSI topics in their curriculum and realize the necessity of including these topics on science students.

The lowest perceived specialization was found to be general science (M = 3.37), this may be that most of the teachers that teach general science are of the lower secondary teachers and may have not been subjected to any SSI topics in their more general content. This can also be explained with regards to the prior knowledge as indicated by the courses taken at undergraduate level and PD taken, it was found that chemistry teachers had the highest percentages. The Biology teachers had the lowest PD taken percentage, explaining that the lowest mean amongst the inclusion factor.
5.7.3 The Impact of Subjects Taught Variable on the Factors that Impede Inclusion

As for the subject that had the highest perception in the factors that impede inclusion it was found to be the Biology specialization ($M = 3.17$) as for the lowest perception it is in Chemistry ($M = 2.54$). The result of a one-way ANOVA which was used to determine whether there are any statistically significant differences between the groups based on participants’ specializations showed that there is statistically significant difference between the participants based on their specializations. Since, there is a statistically significant difference between the groups in the views of inclusions based on participants’ specializations, a tukey post-hoc comparison test was used to identify the significant differences emerged in ANOVA analysis. Results of the post-hoc test, shows that there is significance between Biology teachers and Chemistry teachers. This is followed by General Science teachers and Chemistry teachers. Concluding with the difference between Chemistry teachers and Physics teachers. These results further confirm that chemistry teachers had the lowest perceptions of the factors that impede inclusion and hence, although they are aware of some of these factors but with experience it is easier to overcome these factors. This may also be due to the chemistry teachers being more involved more in PD sessions and taking courses in SSIs. It was found that the highest percentage of teachers that had taken PD or courses at undergraduate level were in the chemistry specialization. This is also in agreement of the factors that may impede the inclusion of SSIs with regards to PD or courses taken (excluding the specialization factor) was found to have the lowest perception of the factors that may impede the inclusion of SSIs, as they have the experience to solve these factors ($M = 2.94$).
5.8 Summary of Discussion

5.8.1 What are Al Ain Science Teachers’ Views of Inclusion of SSIs?

Results of this study showed that Al Ain teachers agreed with the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. Their highest perceived items include their view about the need of students to learn and enhance their ability to decide their own positions about SSIs in science classes, about increasing the students’ interests in these issues, the students’ needs to be concerned with SSIs related to science and technology and the necessity of including SSIs into the science class.

5.8.2 What are the Factors that Impede or Facilitate including SSIs in the Al Ain Secondary School Science Classrooms?

Al Ain teachers identified that resources, teaching strategies and knowledge are the top three factors that facilitate the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum. They also indicated that teaching strategies for real classroom situations, maturity of students and the influence of SSIs on participation levels are the top three factors that may impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum.

5.8.3 What is the Impact of Science Teachers’ Demographic Variables (gender, experience, type of school and background) on the Perception of SSIs?

There were statistically significance differences between the views of the teachers based on their prior knowledge as measured by courses related to SSIs studied with regards to inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum and based on teachers who have undergone PD courses about SSIs against those who did not. There was a significance difference also between the views of the teachers that studied SSI courses or teachers that did not study SSI courses with regards to factors that
facilitate inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum and the teachers who have undergone PD courses about SSIs and teachers who have not. As for the factors that may impede the inclusion of SSIs it was found that there is a statistically significant difference between experienced teachers and novice teachers. There were also statistically significant differences between the views of teachers with regards to inclusion, factors that facilitate and impede the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum based on their specializations (subject taught).

5.9 Recommendations for Further Research

The findings reported in this study showed that SSIs is an important issue in science curriculum as indicated by the views expressed by the participating science teachers. The findings reported here also may contribute to further exploring the interaction of teachers and the science curriculum, especially with their views on adapting the curriculum to better suit the needs of students nowadays. Although this study is small scale and was done in Al Ain, and hence the findings reported here may be interpreted with caution, it can act as a precursor to larger studies that may be done in the region to better understand the views of teachers in including SSIs into the curriculum. To better expand upon this study, the following recommendations may be suggested:

- **Science teachers will develop better understanding of the influence of SSIs on student learning if they are subjected to courses at undergraduate level about the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum and the different topics linked to the different specializations**: This allows teachers to be more aware of the link between raising scientific literacy, promoting argumentation skills and enhancing their decision-making skills of
students. Teachers also link the different topics to different subjects that they may teach and using effective teaching strategies to increase influence on students’ participation level.

- **Professional Development activities on the how to address SSI topics in the curriculum will greatly enrich science teachers’ understanding of issues related to SSIs**: Teachers views of the incorporation of SSIs may change based on their increase knowledge of SSIs and how to teach them. This also allows teachers to gain teaching strategies for real classroom situations of including SSIs into their own teaching and how to increase the influence of addressing SSIs in classrooms on students’ participation levels.

- **Further study on how science teachers interact with curriculum materials in real-life classrooms situations will benefit teachers’ interaction with their students and hence promote scientific literacy among their students**: This can be very effective in learning in real time what the factors that impede of facilitate inclusion may be (not hypothetically). It could also serve as a precursor to further expand that study to incorporate specific strategies that have been proven effective in other international studies and explore them in this region.

- **Further study on how student developed SSIs awareness will contribute to our understanding of difficulties students encounter when learning about SSIs.** This can be done to explore what type of skills have been enhanced in students, the participation levels of students and the views of students with regards to the inclusion of SSIs into the curriculum.
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Appendix A – Survey

Teachers’ Perceptions of Socio–scientific Issues (SSIs)

The purpose of this survey is to collect information on science teachers’ perceptions of the Socio–Scientific Issues (SSI), which are defined in this study as issues that raise controversies within communities and include issues such as human cloning, genetically manufactured food, environmental pollution, radioactive waste disposal and many more (Lee, Abd-El–Khalick and Choi, 2006). The information to be collected will be used to provide recommendations on the status of socio–scientific issues, with the prospect of improving student learning about these issues. For this purpose, you are not required to write your name or reveal your identity. All responses will be treated confidentially and for the research purpose only.

Please note that your participation in this study is on a voluntary basis and you may withdraw yourself at any time if you are unable to complete this instrument.

First, kindly in the biographical information before proceeding to place (√) on the column that best reflects your position on the socio–scientific issues presented in the statements.
Part 1: Respondent Background

1. Gender:
   a) Female
   b) Male

2. Please choose the type of school you currently work in:
   a. Public School
   b. Private School

3. Level/class taught:
   a. Kindergarten
   b. Primary School (Grade 1 to 5)
   c. Middle School (Grade 6 to 8)
   d. Secondary School (Grade 9 to 12)

4. Subject taught:
   a. General Science
   b. Biology
   c. Chemistry
   d. Physics

5. Teaching experience (in years):
6. Have you studied courses related to socio-scientific issues during teacher preparation/university?  
Yes  No

7. Have you attended Professional Development activities on socio-scientific issues in the last 3 years? Yes  No

Part 2: Socio–Scientific Issues

This section of the survey contains statement related to various issues concerning the socio-scientific issues. Please place (√) on the column that reflects your position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>أوافق بشدة</td>
<td>أوافق</td>
<td>غير متأكد</td>
<td>لا أوافق</td>
<td>لا أوافق بشدة</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

يتضمن هذا القسم بيانات حول قضايا مختلفة تتعلق موضوع الدراسة "قضايا الاجتماعية العلمية". يرجى وضع (√) في الحانة التي تعكس موقفك.

82
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | I want to develop teaching and learning materials on socio-scientific issues for my class.  
أريد تطوير مواد التعليم والتعلم في القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية لصفتي. |
| 2 | If I can get materials on socio-scientific issues, I am willing to use them in the class.  
إذا كان في إمكاني الحصول على المواد المتعلقة بكضايا اجتماعية علمية، فأنا على استعداد لاستخدامها في الصف |
| 3 | I am willing to participate in a program that helps teachers deal with socio-scientific issues.  
أنا على استعداد للمشاركة في البرنامج الذي يساعد المعلمين للتعامل مع القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية |
| 4 | Introducing socio-scientific issues into science class is necessary.  
إن تقديم القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية في مادة العلوم ضرورية |
| 5 | I think that it is more appropriate to deal with socio-scientific issues in ethics and religion, social studies classes that in science class.  
أعتقد أنه من الأنسب طرح القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية في مادة الدين أو الدراسات الاجتماعية بدلاً من مادة العلوم. |
| 6 | Introducing socio-scientific issues into science classes will increase students interest in these issues.  
إن تقديم القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية في مادة العلوم يزيد من اهتمام الطلاب بها |
| 7 | Students need to be concerned with socio-scientific issues related to science and technology.  
الطلاب في حاجة ماسة إلى أن يكونوا مıpینين بالقضايا الاجتماعية العلمية المتعلقة بالعلوم والتكنولوجيا |
| 8 | Students need to learn and enhance their ability to decide their own positions about socio-scientific issues in science class.  
يتطلب الطلاب تقديم وتعزيز قدرتهم لتحديد موقفهم من قضايا اجتماعية علمية في صفوف مادة العلوم |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Not Sure</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Socio-scientific issues should be a compulsory part of the science curriculum</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Socio-scientific issues should be an optional part of the science curriculum</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>I have the teaching strategies that allow me to deal with socio-scientific issues in science classes</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>I have a full understanding of what socio-scientific issues are</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I have enough resources to develop teaching and learning materials about socio-scientific issues</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>I have the knowledge necessary to effectively teach about socio-scientific issues to my secondary school students</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>I do not have enough class time to deal with socio-scientific issues</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>549</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>I believe that students are not mature enough to be interested in and understand socio-scientific issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>I believe that students language ability limits their ability to understand socio-scientific issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Classes dealing with socio-scientific issues are most likely to be classes for high achieving students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>I believe that science classes addressing socio-scientific issues have little influence on the achievement of students with low motivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Addressing socio-scientific issues in science classes could confuse students about their own religious values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>I believe that science classes addressing socio-scientific issues have little influence on the achievement of students with low participation level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dealing with socio-scientific issues using various teaching strategies is not possible in a “real” classroom situation. 

I am confident in using assessment strategies to assess socio-scientific issues.

I have knowledge about different instructional methodologies for effective application of socio-scientific issues in the classroom.

Part 3: Open Ended Questions

This section of the survey contains open ended questions related to various issues concerning the socio-scientific issues. Kindly answer them with as much clarity as possible.

Question 1: What does the phrase socio-scientific issues mean to you?

Question 2: What sorts of difficulties usually arise or you may foresee when you deal with SSI issues in your classroom?
Question 3: What kinds of SSIs do you believe could be introduced into Science classrooms?

السؤال الثالث: ما أنواع القضايا الاجتماعية العلمية التي ترى إمكانية طرحها في صفوف مادة العلوم؟

Thank you!

شكراً!
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